Ed Mitchell on the Moon: “We've had visitors again”
http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/History/alsj/
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Apollo-14,

The First EVA - Down the Ladder for EVA-1 at 115:03:24

[After unfolding the wheels, they have to lock the front legs and handle into place. NASA photo
KSC-70C-165BW shows the MET (Modular Equipment Transporter) next to LM-8 at the Cape.]
115:03:24 Mitchell: Well, let's see...We've had visitors again.
115:03:28 Shepard: Yeah. Hardly worth mentioning.
115:03:33 Mitchell: Agree. (Pause)

[Jones - "I had heard that the backup crew had put greetings in lots of places on
the spacecraft. Did you just find one on the MET?"]
[Mitchell - "I think what we're talking about there is one of their patches, because
they put the goddamn things all over the spacecraft and, whenever we opened up
something, there would be one of them. It had a Roadrunner on it and was a parody
of our patch."]
[The exchange 'Visitors...hardly worth mentioning,' is, of course, a very dry, joking
dismissal of the backup crew.]
[Journal Contributor Andrew Chaikin wrote in his book A Man On The Moon, "Before
the flight, Cernan's crew had devised a mocking version of the Apollo 14 mission patch
featuring the Road Runner and Wile E. Coyote cartoon characters. On it, the Coyote,
representing Shepard's crew, reaches the moon only to find the Road Runner -- Cernan's
crew -- is already there, waving a 'First Team' banner. Along the border was printed the
Road Runner's trademark 'Beep Beep'. The real message was unfit for publication: 'Watch
your ass -- we're right behind you.' During the flight, Shepard's crew discovered Road
Runner patches in every notebook and storage locker in their two spacecraft. Even on the
lunar surface, they couldn't escape: There, on the MET, was another 'Beep Beep'." (Used
with permission.)]
[Journal Contributor Brian Lawrence has supplied a copy of the patch and notes: "The backup
crew (Roadrunner) are depicted waiting on the Moon for the prime crew (Wile E. Coyote) to
arrive. The Coyote has red fur for Roosa, a pot belly for Mitchell, and a grey beard for Shepard."]

